German Paratroops in North Africa: Tropical Uniforms, Headgear, and Insignia of the Fallschirmjäger in World War II by John E. Hodgin

Dieses Buch Ist Ausgezeichnet!

This large-format book is an in-depth photographic study of Luftwaffe tropical uniforms, headgear, and insignia worn by the Fallschirmjäger during the battles for Africa in World War II. Both full-color and war-era photographs illustrate rare uniforms and equipment including tropical jump smocks, Ramcke Brigade jump helmets, and officers Meyer caps. This book also provides the first accurate description of the design and development of WWII German jump smocks, each illustrated in large, full-color photographs.

Features:

* Notes:

My Personal Review:
Have just received the new Hodgin's book, and it is to say in the least, ASTOUNDING!!

Page after page of new unpublished pictures, color plates of paratrooper smocks in 6-7 different color variations of splinterB, 3-4 Tan & Water, and Grunmeliert, also including the tan version.

Helmets galore in dozens of color variations including one that shows a liner that is stitched back to front, field gear, insignia, uniforms, it really outdoes the Kurtz book.

One of my favorite sections is where it shows Hauptman Schirmer (of FJR5) Hahnhart watch given to him by OBLt Koch, and several pages of a FJR5 Soldbuch!!
Other great pictures show the field tailored button side tunic for MG Gunners in field use, and FJ wearing low and high canvas/leather Desert boots with their Trops in the field. TOns of new pictures of trop headgear, blue tunics, you name it!

And to top it off, there are several personal accounts in the book.

This is a great resource, if you get this book you will definitely not regret it.
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